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• EPA lead for certification issues
  – Maintenance Intervals – David Dickinson
  – Deterioration Factors – Cle Jackson
  – Deficiencies/AECDs – Greg Orehowsky
  – Infrequent Regeneration – Khesha Jennings
  – OBD – Jason Gumbs

• Same EPA lead for nonroad Tier 4 implementation
Stationary Certification

• Large engine template revised to issue stationary compression ignition certificates
• Shared implementation responsibility with OAQPS, OECA and Regional Offices
• Stationary spark ignition rule projected to be finalized December 2007
• Questions regarding the proposed SI rule should be directed to OAQPS
Other Issues

• Marine CI – Engine Family Names
  – Position 5 “N”
  – See CISD-07-03

• Alternative emission labels require approval – including a label in a container field of an application is not sufficient